Inspired by MartinLogan’s ultra-high-end electrostatic loudspeakers, the Motion® Series was
created to provide stunning sound for your ultimate-performance home theater or stereo.
MartinLogan’s dedicated in-house engineers carefully crafted the Motion Series to create an extremely affordable and
compact product line that seamlessly blends our exquisite Folded Motion™ transducers with powerful, compact bass
technology. The result is a smooth, refined sound with stunning dynamic range and jaw-dropping clarity. Included here
are just a few of the outstanding awards and accolades the Motion Series has received.

Finish shown: Gloss Black Cherrywood

April 2016
http://bit.ly/2AxwRra
“Immediately, I was taken aback; the broad, sharply defined
soundstage extended well beyond the width of the speakers,
the vocals sounded eerily lifelike, and the instrumental timbre
was natural, with a depth so palpable I could practically
reach my hands into it.” – David Martson

October 2015
http://bit.ly/2iWEJaw
“I generally find too often that a home theater system
can be riddled with poor compromises when it comes
to playing music; that’s why I have completely separate
systems for two-channel and multichannel listening. The
MartinLogan package does a pretty convincing job of
straddling that divide, working quite effectively with both
music and movies when set up appropriately... you’re
really getting a whole lot of speaker for your hard-earned
money... (the FoldedMotion tweeter is) an impressive
achievement in itself, giving the Motion XT speakers a
decisive advantage in clarity over many conventional designs. When you couple
that with the allure of the aluminum cone woofers and midrange drivers, as well
as the Motion’s chic sense of styling, the overall package has great appeal. “Truth
in Sound,” indeed.” – Michael Trei

March 2015
http://bit.ly/2nTB0zB
“The strengths included great imaging, excellent bass and midbass presentation…
The speakers would do very well in a home theater setup, as they have great
dynamic range and integrate well with subwoofers… All and all they are a wellbuilt, elegant speaker worthy of audition.” – Jared Rachwalski

For a complete list of
MartinLogan reviews, please visit:
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December 2014
http://bit.ly/2l2V7uo
“MartinLogan has a speaker that is wonderful for
home theater and very good for music in the Motion
60XT... I imagine the Motion series is as close as
we’ll get to a traditional box speaker from them
with the AMT instead of a dome tweeter. The AMT
excels with its speed and clarity. The dual 8” woofers
provide plenty of bass...The Motion 60XT is a
different approach for MartinLogan, but one that is
very successful...” – Chris Heinonen

February 2015
http://bit.ly/2BWQwNx
“These are just really easy speakers to listen to,” I noted when
listening... Nothing seemed artificial. Nothing seemed colored.
Nothing was distracting. Most of all, the tweeter didn’t sound like a
certain type of tweeter; it didn’t have the typical mellowness of a soft
dome, nor the occasional hyped-up detail of a metal dome. It just
sounded natural... the Motion 60XT is easily one of the best speakers
I’ve tested, delivering incredibly lifelike tonality and imaging... the
Motion 60XT definitely delivers the magic that audiophiles always seek
but too often fail to achieve.” – Brent Butterworth

